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Card " for the American Magazine. It is only between two
spells of work that I can find time for unimportant correspon-
dence, notes, etc. My days are always absolutely full ; without
counting that I have had three abscesses, two together, as a
result of a chill in December. The last one is not yet gone, quite.
I am now in the full swing of my ordinary day ; writing,
reading a lot of newspapers, and several books at once. I bought
Whymper's " Scrambles among the Alps ", and Stendhal's " Vie
de Napoleon ", and began reading them together, and immediately
felt that I had got hold of two rattling good things. These, with
a more or less daily instalment of SoreTs " L'Europe et la Revolu-
tion Francaise ", keep me busy.
Tuesday, January
The other day a vendeuse and an essayeuse came up from the
Maison de Blanc, with a robe a'intirieur for M. and another for
Mrs. Selwyn. A porter of the Maison Blanc carried the box.
The general tableau ; — the two employees, young and agreeable,
but certainly not merges, with soft liquid persuasive voices,
speaking chiefly English ; the frothy garments lying all about
on chairs and in the box, Selwyn, Alcock, and me lounging on
chairs, and M. and Mrs. S. playing the mannequin, and the
porter waiting outside in the dark corridor — this tableau produced
a great effect on me. Expensive garments rather, — and I felt
that for my own personal tastes, I would as soon earn money in
order to have such a tableau at my disposition, as for a lot of
other seemingly more important and amusing purposes. A fine
sensuality about it. There was something in the spectacle
of the two employees waiting passive and silent for a few
moments from time to time while we talked.
I made a good beginning on Friday on the construction of the
sequel to " The Card " and continued each day.1
Weather still very bad indeed.   Heavy rain stopped a proj ected
drive this afternoon.   We did, however, yesterday make our
attto-canot excursion to Les lies Lerins without getting wet.
Sea-ward tower on He St. Honorat, quite striking.   On grass by
this was an old shepherd tending brown sheep.   One of these
sheep had 3 tufts of old wool left on the back, making her look
like a kind of miniature triple dromedary.   Marguerite asked the
shepherd what it was for.   He replied :  " Oh, madame, c'est
1 This sequel was " The Regent ", published in 1913,
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